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BRIEF 
Columbia Sportswear Company (COLM) is a major player in the outdoor apparel, footwear, and 

related equipment industries, specializing in activewear and sportswear. COLM’s global brand 

recognition in these industries is supported by its strong financials, which paves the way for further 

expansion into emerging markets and consolidation of market share.  

 

INVESTMENT SUMMARY 
We issue a BUY recommendation for COLM with a one-year target price of $125.72, offering a 43.5% 

upside to its December 31, 2022, $87.58 closing price. Our analysis utilizes a Discounted Cash Flow 

(DCF) model (and is confirmed by Monte Carlo, Relative Valuation, and Historical Valuation models) 

that is based on COLM’s favorable margins, expansion in its total addressable market (TAM) from 

changing consumer trends, and robust direct-to-consumer (DTC) operations (Figure 1).  

 

Favorable Margins 
COLM’s various brands and conservative balance sheet allowed the company to focus on growth in 

2021, which paid off by increasing revenue by 25.0%. This grew an additional 10.8% YoY in 2022. 

This outperformance relative to its peer group was rewarded through its stable stock price 

performance as investors flocked to companies with fortified balance sheets in 2022 (Figure 4). CEO 

Tim Boyle expects gross margin expansion of 60 bps to approximately 50% in 2023, representing very 

strong margins, especially when considering the anticipated recessionary environment. While 

margins have been strong, an economic downturn has put some pressures on COLM in the past year. 

Gross margins were down 180bps at 50.4%, and operating margin was at 13.3%. However, there are 

tailwinds expected in 2023 as DTC margins will be driven up by reduced outbound freight costs and 

wholesale margins will be driven up by a higher proportion of full price vs off-price sales.   

 

Expansion in Total Addressable Market 
We expect COLM’s market share in the outdoor apparel market to grow by 25% by 2025. With an 

increase in outdoor participation, we believe that the industry will not only thrive, but COLM will 

capture more market share relative to its competitors given its unique value proposition. With rapidly 

increasing innovation, investors will be drawn towards COLM’s revolutionary tech wear. The outdoor 

apparel industry is estimated to grow at a CAGR of 5.3% from 2021 to 2026, we believe that this is a 

conservative expectation given the changes in consumer preferences and the pivot towards more 

sustainable, higher end clothing brands. COLM’s collective brands will assist in diversifying revenue 

streams for the company as a whole and increase the overall total addressable market within the 

outdoor apparel industry.  
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Robust Direct-to-Consumer Operations 
Robust growth in the DTC segment of COLM of 33.5% will provide additional stability for the 

company and investors in the stock. Its 33.5% DTC growth rate last year is comparable to Nike’s DTC 

growth from 2011-2020. This growth enabled Nike to demand a significant premium from the market, 

boosting its stock price. We firmly believe this is a secular trend of DTC business in this sector that 

will become the platform on which further innovation builds on. Consumers want a relationship with 

the brands they buy, and the growth in DTC business at Nike and COLM support this. COLM has had 

considerable DTC growth in the past several years and is expected to continue growing as a revenue 

segment over the next five years. It’s also rapidly expanding its DTC e-commerce channels, 

particularly in LAAP regions. Shopping is an experience, and companies that are able to replicate this 

unique digital and traditional retail experience will continue to dominate in this industry.  

 

BUSINESS DESCRIPTION 
Columbia Sportswear Company specializes in active outdoor lifestyle garments and footwear 

including but not limited to hiking, running, climbing, snowboarding, skiing, hunting, fishing, 

camping, yoga, and water sports. It operates in 90 countries, and partners with over 13,000 retailers. 

It has a market cap of $5.75 billion and is headquartered in Portland, Oregon.   

 

History & Management  
Founded in 1938, COLM has been a leader in outdoor activewear and lifestyle-wear with its apparel 

offerings, and its expansion into equipment and footwear in 2000. It has made several acquisitions 

between 2000 and 2014, creating four key brands under the Columbia Sportswear umbrella which 

has resulted in significant growth and an increase in market capitalization of 1,136.8% since 1998. 

Key members of COLM’s management team include Tim Boyle who has served as CEO since 1988, 

Jim Swanson (CFO) who has served since 2017 in the role but joined Columbia Sportswear in 2003, 

Lisa Kulok (EVP) who oversees supply chain operations, and Skip Potter (EVP) who is the Chief Digital 

Information Officer.  

 

Products 
COLM is divided into two segments – Apparel, Accessories, and Equipment (consisting of outdoor, 

activewear, yoga apparel, and related gear) and Footwear (Figure 5). COLM offers a wide variety of 

products across these segments, targeting consumers in every activity base from skiing, hiking, yoga, 

climbing, and camping, to general athleisure-wear. Its apparel segment contains OMNI-heat and 

OUTdry active technology, which gives them a competitive advantage against its peers in a saturated 

market.  

 

Customer Base & Distribution Channels 
COLM’s largest customer base comes from its wholesale contractors, followed by its DTC brick-and-

mortar (B&M) and DTC e-commerce segment (Figure 6). The company uses short-term contracts with 

ordering flexibility on an order-by-order basis. Direct-to-consumer sales contribute the remainder of 

revenue for COLM, and they are actively working to grow this segment. Its largest geographic market 

is the United States, Latin America & Asia Pacific (LAAP), Europe (EMEA), and Canada (Figure 19). It 

has focused its geographic expansion in LAAP regions.  

 

Business Strategy 
COLM’s business strategy is split into three goals: 1) inspire the next generation through consumer 

engagement and brand experiences (with a large focus on social media footprint), 2) create iconic 

product (through its innovative categories including OMNI-Freeze, OMNI-Shade, OMNI-heat, and 

OUTDry which differentiates them from competitors), and 3) unlock the marketplace of the future 

(developing a strong e-commerce network and new digital storefronts including through TikTok, as 

well as elevating the general COLM shopping experience through new partnerships). Through this, it 

aims to continue consolidating market share and expanding its position in the industry.  
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ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL, GOVERNANCE 
Appendix 6 summarizes COLM’s environmental, social, and governance (ESG) performance and 

rankings.  

 

Environmental  
COLM focuses on four pillars of sustainability (Figure 8). The company has an emission reduction 

target of reducing Scope 3 manufacturing emissions by 30% by 2030 relative to its 2019 baseline. 

Emissions were reduced by 12% from 2019 to 2020 as a result of a 36% increase in renewable 

energy use. Over 30% of COLM’s qualifying manufacturers have begun investing in coal-alternative 

energy sources such as natural gas and renewable energy. COLM uses the Higg Facilities 

Environmental Module (FEM), a third-party tool that measures and standardizes the environmental 

impacts of factory operations, in an effort to better track each facility’s progress towards reducing 

negative environmental impacts. The company improved its Higg FEM score by 4% from 2020 in part 

through its partnerships with the Carbon Leadership Program and Clean by Design. The improvement 

in Higg FEM score is representative of COLM’s improvements in its energy use, water efficiency, 

environmental management systems, and wastewater management.  

In an effort to ensure its products are safe for the consumer, all of COLM’s leather suppliers are 

certified by the Leather Working Group, and the company plans to minimize the environmental impact 

of its products. Mountain Hard Wear’s Remake program reduces waste from products returned to its 

warranty department by either repairing them or using the materials in a new product and sending it 

back to the original customer The prAna brand uses organic cotton in all of its products and 100% 

recycled cardboard in its shipping boxes. It also removed all plastic from its packaging and has an 

extensive recycling program for polyester, wool, and tissue paper. 

Issues with COLM’s sustainability efforts include a lack of reputable certifications supporting 

sustainable business practices, overuse of unsustainable plastic-based materials in its apparel, 

limited transparency with the public concerning its environmental data, and lack of an apparel 

recycling program beyond its prAna brand. 

Social 

COLM is committed to various positive social causes, including a commitment to diversity, equity, 

and inclusion (DEI), ethical compliance, and employee health and wellbeing. COLM has internal DEI 

talent committees dedicated to improving diversity in hiring processes and promoting inclusive 

cultures. It also has created several employee resource groups to further its commitment to DEI, 

including employee-run programs such as the Women’s Leadership Initiative, Coalition of Asian and 

Pacific Islander Employees, the Pride Group, and the Vamos Unidos group. Each of these groups also 

have local community partners to bring COLM’s dedication to inclusion and equity to its community. 

In addition to this, 75% of COLM’s finished goods factory labor force is women. Employees are given 

16 paid volunteer hours and up to $1,000/year as a donation match to improve community 

involvement amongst employees.  

To support employees’ safety and wellbeing, COLM introduced community vaccine clinics, COVID-19 

educational events, Catastrophic Paid Leave, and a mobile application for employees supporting 

mental health. Many employees continued to receive pay during factory shutdowns throughout the 

pandemic as a result of COLM’s Employee Assistance Program. Finally, COLM promotes ethical 

compliance through a streamlined confidential reporting system as well as annual meetings to 

assess and improve guidelines. The firm requires continued employee training and supplier 

adherence to COLM’s Injury and Illness Program.  

COLM emphasizes its commitment to having a socially responsible supply chain by rating each of its 

suppliers based on the standards set by the international Labor Organization and Fair Labor 

Association. It also includes a map of all suppliers on its website to promote supply chain 

transparency.  

There are however some factors negatively affecting COLM’s social causes, including a lack of 

diversity and inclusion within the executive team, mishandling of union protests, and political 

lobbying efforts. Currently only 35% of COLM’s executive team is a member of a minority group, a 
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figure that COLM has sought to improve on but is still a work in progress. Additionally, during the 

pandemic workers in a Portland warehouse sought to form a union with Teamsters but were 

allegedly retaliated against with union-busting consultants who spread misinformation and 

retaliatory firings.  

Governance 

COLM’s ISS governance QualityScore of 3 shows low overall risk in Columbia’s governance, 

representing strong compliance and ethics procedures as well as a low-risk board structure.   

Audit & Risk Tolerance. Its 7/10 ISS Audit QualityScore represents significant risk in its audit and risk 

tolerance. Positive factors include COLM having Deloitte & Touche as independent auditors for 

COLM’s financial statements, and its various auditing and risk tolerance policies in place to mitigate 

risk and improve its ISS QualityScore. However, the most negative factor is its Chair of the Audit 

Committee, who lacks recent experience with auditing and serves on the board of directors, posing a 

potential conflict of interest between the general interest of the board and the audit committee.   

Board of Directors. Its 3/10 ISS QualityScore indicates very low governance risks associated with 

COLM’s directors. While COLM introduces some risk by having the CEO and Board Chair held by the 

same person (Timothy Boyle), they use a lead independence director to mitigate this agency risk. 

89% of its directors are independent, and two of its directors hold positions at external companies.  

Shareholder Structure. Its 2/10 ISS QualityScore represents a very low shareholder risk (Figure 10). 

This is supported by COLM’s annual director vote, 1-share-1-vote policy, and requiring a majority vote 

for passing proposals. COLM does not offer preferred stock, so all shareholders have equal voting 

rights and access to the dividend that it pays. 

INDUSTRY OVERVIEW 
COLM operates within the outdoor apparel and footwear industries. The outdoor apparel industry 

was valued at $33.03 billion as of 2021 and is expected to grow by $4.40 billion from 2021 to 2026, 

at a CAGR of 5.3%. There are a vast number of companies that offer their products within the 

industry, most operating through a mix of company-owned stores, e-commerce, and wholesale 

distributors. Some of the larger players include Columbia Sportswear Company, VF Corporation, Nike, 

Lululemon, and Under Armour.  

 

Key Drivers & Success Factors 
Main industry drivers include technological innovation aimed at increasing accessibility of outdoor 

gear and making it more reliable in a wider range of terrains. Consumer preferences and trends help 

to prop up industry growth as well, as they demand higher quality products at different price points. 

Global total consumer spending on clothing and footwear is forecasted to be at $2 trillion dollars by 

2026, with projected market growth to be at $4.40 billion (Figure 14). The industry’s highest growth 

rates come from the US and China, with the overall region growing the fastest being LAAP (Figure 

11). We predict that this region will continue to drive industry growth in the next five-years, as many 

companies in the industry are focusing their promotional activity heavily on this region. While there 

are a few risks with government regulation coming out of China, we believe they are minimal.  

 

Headwinds and Tailwinds 
Innovative Technology. The outdoor apparel industry is driven by consumer demand trends that vary 

over time. Technological innovations around the market from notable players will often encourage 

increasing consumer demand and bring investor excitement back into the market. With this being 

said, the pressure for companies to develop “tech wear” can be extremely high which promotes a 

continuously innovative environment. This means competitors are focused on not only developing 

tech but doing so in an affordable, sustainable way to gain an edge in the market and provide the 

best possible product to consumers 

 

Changes in consumer preferences. Many companies in the industry will likely utilize changing 

consumer preferences to gain market share and increase customer retention. 7.1 million more 

Americans participated in outdoor recreation in 2020 than the prior year, and 53% of Americans ages 
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6 and over participated in outdoor recreation at least once, which is the highest participation ever 

recorded. This means an increasing TAM for outdoor apparel companies. With increasing outdoor 

participation, there will likely be an influx in individuals looking for outdoor apparel.  

 

Macroeconomic factors. Companies within the outdoor apparel industry exist in a highly competitive 

landscape. Clothing manufacturers are vulnerable to rising prices of raw materials and shipping 

costs. As the macro environment begins to change and we see a period of economic contraction, 

there is often an inability to curtail expenses to make up for lack of revenue. During these periods, a 

decrease in consumer discretionary income can have a significant effect on sub-industries like 

outdoor apparel. We can look at the COVID-19 induced recession in 2020, where from February 2020 

to April 2020 we saw retail sales down 20%, clothing and accessory stores down 89%, and the 

personal savings rate up 33%. With the expectation of another recession in the near future and rising 

inflation (Figure 16), outdoor apparel companies will likely see a drop in revenue. Further, when we 

look at the 2008 recession, apparel retailers were subject to slower inventory turnover, tighter cash 

flows, and decreasing top line revenue. From November 2007 to November 2008, U.S Department 

Store sales declined 13.3% and specialty apparel retailer sales declined 10.4%. During a 

recessionary period, the apparel industry is often more exposed to diminishing consumer spending 

and international trade. Apparel imports decreased by 3.3% in 2008 and 12% in 2009 (as a lagging 

effect of the 2008 recession). These import decreases have a significant effect on industries that are 

reliant on inventory stability like outdoor apparel.  

 

Channel Profitability. In the past year apparel manufacturers have experienced sgross margin 

contraction as a result of reduced channel profitability. This remains a headwind in the coming year, 

although lessoned from 2022. DTC margins have been driven down by higher promotional activity, 

especially when compared with 2021’s promotional environment, as well as increased outbound 

freight costs (Appendix 2). While these costs are projected to normalize in the coming year, they still 

pose a headwind for companies in this industry. Wholesale margins have been driven down as well 

by a higher proportion of off-price vs full-price sales for many companies, with lower margins on the 

off-price sales.   

 

COMPETITIVE POSITIONING 
Comparables Selection  
We constructed distinct peer groups for COLM’s two product groups using management and analyst-

selected peers as well as overlapping operating subindustries, target markets, and parallel product 

portfolios. The closest outdoor apparel, footwear, and equipment competitors are VF Corporation 

(VFC, outdoor clothing, footwear, and related equipment offerings), Nike (NKE, global sports apparel 

and footwear), Johnson Outdoors (JOUT, outdoor equipment), and Deckers (DECK, footwear brand 

primarily with some apparel and accessory distribution). 

 

Market Dynamics  
COLM operates in the $76.4 billion TAM outdoor apparel, footwear, and related equipment market. 

The market has experienced growth at 6.4% CAGR between 2019-2022, primarily due to an increase 

in popularity of outdoor activities during the pandemic. COLM is on track to outpace the projected 

industry CAGR of 6.4% over the next 5 years with its own CAGR of 7.84%. COLM’s overall market 

share is estimated to be 4.35%.  

 

The outdoor apparel market is valued at $33 billion and expected to grow at a CAGR of 5.3% 

between 2021 and 2026, although it is highly fragmented with several large and smaller players who 

specialize in niche apparel products. COLM holds a 23% global market share in the outdoor apparel 

market. Its closest competitor (VFC) is smaller at 11.26% global market share, in part because COLM 

is seen by reviewers as more innovative and reputable for high-performance outdoor apparel and 

gear. The outdoor apparel market growth is driven by the increasing participation in outdoor activities 

during the pandemic, as well as the increasing traction of fitness apps on smartphones and 

tablets. The total global footwear market is valued at $38.94 billion and expected to reach a 

valuation of $82.62 billion by 2032 at a CAGR of 7.1% during that time period. The outdoor footwear 

market is highly competitive, with styles that can quickly dominate the market for a time then fall 

into obscurity. COLM has slowly gained traction within this market, but it is still highly unrealized 
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amongst its investors as SOREL works on designing a recognizable footwear style. COLM has a 

significant way to go before it reaches a footwear market share that is comparable to competitors. 

 

The outdoors equipment market was valued at $4.45 billion in 2021 with a projected CAGR of 7.64% 

between the 2023-2030 period. COLM has invested heavily in its technology within this industry, 

giving it a competitive advantage over its larger peers. Its biggest competitors within this industry 

are smaller, private companies that are distinct from geographic region to region.  

 

Geographic Footprint 
COLM operates in many countries 

around the globe which exposes it to 

unique market opportunities and risks. 

The United States makes up the 

majority of COLM’s sales, with Latin 

America and Asia Pacific (LAAP) 

following close in second, Europe, 

Middle East, and Africa (EMEA) 

making up the next portion of sales 

and Canada making up just under 10% of sales (Figure 19). COLM is focusing heavily on its net sales 

in LAAP, pushing e-commerce channels in China, Japan, and Korea to accelerate sales growth. COLM 

has several established wholesale partners globally, helping to diversify its customer base and giving 

it key advantages over local competitors when driving growth. 

 

Porter’s Analysis 
COLM’s bargaining power from buyers is extremely high as it exists in a consumer discretionary 

sector. Buyers are faced with a large variety of choices for their sportswear clothing and gear needs, 

so COLM must constantly be evolving and innovating in order to maintain market share. Whilst buyer 

bargaining power is high, supplier power is low. COLM maintains a diverse supply chain, keeping 

supplier power low. There is a large threat of substitutes for its products, as consumer preferences 

change quickly and within the apparel industry there are a range of products at different price points. 

Due to the threat of substitutes, rivalry amongst sellers is also high, especially as household 

discretionary budgets feel the downward pressure from interest rates (Appendix 5).  

 

Acquisitions 
Since 2000, COLM has acquired a few companies at the disclosed amount of $234 million (Figure 22). 

The outdoor apparel, equipment, and footwear is a heavily saturated market with both public and 

private companies, making attractive acquisitions difficult to attain. Its most successful acquisition to 

date has been its acquisition of SOREL, as it aims to transition further into the footwear market 

which has grown at a rapid pace in the last several years. Footwear is a key priority for COLM 

moving forward, as it aims to create a global style that will strengthen its footwear unit. It has had 

some unsuccessful acquisitions in recent years as well, most notably its acquisition of prAna for 

$190 million. However, COLM is currently doing a full reset of its prAna brand, and in Q4 2022 the 

company recorded an asset impairment charge of $35.6 million reflecting a loss of value in this 

brand.  

 

Technology  
Columbia’s competitive advantage in the 

outdoor apparel space is its Omni-Heat 

technology. It is a thermal reflective technology 

that reflects and retains the warmth the body 

generates, enabling customers to use their 

gear at any temperature. It provides a 

technological advantage over VFC and AMEAS, 

which is a key driver in supporting its 

successful apparel sales over these brands. 

However, COLM lags behind its competitors in 

its footwear technology, particularly DECK which has several 

globally recognized styles for a range of terrains and settings. COLM’s SOREL brand is currently in 
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the process of innovating and designing new footwear technologies to better compete in the global 

footwear market and has seen some success with recent design innovations including its Mutant 

Ridge Boot and the PEG footwear.  

 

COLM is also focusing its technology on its channels, adding a new TikTok e-commerce platform to 

enhance sales in China, and improving its digital channels globally to accelerate sales growth and 

reduce reliance on wholesale partners.  

 

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 
Revenue & Profitability  
Columbia’s ability to quickly grow its DTC business, while its wholesale business has kept up with 

overall industry growth trends, has provided investors with a reason to invest. Revenue growth was 

high in 2021, driven primarily by DTC segment growth of 33.48% YoY, which lifted total revenue 

growth YOY to 24.98% for 2021. Total revenue was dragged down by growth in Columbia’s 

wholesale business as it came in at 18.3% for 2021. While DTC has put downward pressure on gross 

margins in 2022 due to its large, fixed cost structure, we expect DTC to continue to lift total revenue 

growth YoY to 10% for 2022. The share of total revenue by the two segments, DTC and wholesale 

has become increasingly diversified. This mitigates top line growth risk. Over the next three years we 

believe two things will happen: DTC will continue to push down gross margins, due to its fixed cost 

structure, and will also continue to outgrow Columbia’s wholesale business. Since 2016 , except for 

2018, the share of total revenue has moved closer to 50/50 consistently YoY. Gross margin for 2022 

was down to 49.4%, while operating margin is up to 38.0%. COLM maintains zero long-term debt, 

but their current ratio has fallen from 3.4x to 2.9x in 2022. Its wholesale and DTC segments are both 

experiencing stable revenue growth and profitability (Figure 6), even as consumer discretionary 

spending decreases in anticipation of a recessionary environment. Its asset impairment charge for 

prAna of $35.6 million was a temporary hit to profitability in 2022, and we do not foresee this 

occurring again.  

 

Shareholder Compensation  
COLM has continued to put increasing emphasis toward shareholder return. It has paid a dividend 

since 2006 at an average yearly growth of 19.4% and a five-year average payout ratio of 24.6%. 

There was a temporary cut in its dividend in 2020 due to the effect COVID-19 had on consumer 

discretionary companies and its ability to generate profit. However, COLM is very confident regarding 

future earnings, COLM is targeting EPS of $7.35 to $7.95 for the full year 2025, during this period it 

expects annual total shareholder return of 13%-17%. This increase in EPS will likely be reflected in 

its dividend payout. Historically, COLM has had a relatively low payout ratio in comparison to other 

companies in the industry. This is because it has expressed focus on delivering shareholder return 

through its aggressive share repurchase program as well. In April of 2022, COLM’s board approved a 

$500 million increase to the company’s share repurchase authorization. COLM repurchased $286.9 

million of common stock during 2022 (Figure 27).  

 

Leverage & Liquidity  
COLM has a current ratio of 3.1x for 2021, representing a strong liquidity position ranking higher than 

76% of peers within the apparel & accessories industry (Figure 28). COLM’s financial position with 

regards to liquidity and balance sheet has consistently been stronger than its peers due to its 

conservative bookkeeping, which has also kept it stable in market downturns. Compared to peers in 

the past three years, COLM has seen only minor performance decreases, compared to significant 

downturns from some of its key competitors.  

 

DuPont 
Return on assets for Columbia Sportswear was 10.1% for fiscal year 2022 vs 8.5% for its aggregate 

peer group. Inside this peer group are similar brands such as, but not limited to: Capri Holdings Ltd, 

Carter’s Inc, G-III Apparel Group Ltd, Gildan Activewear Inc. Hanes brands Inc, Oxford Industries Inc, 

PVH Corp, Ralph Lauren Corp, Under Armour Inc, VF Corp, Vince Holding Corp, etc. COLM’s return on 

Equity (ROE) of 16.1% in 2022 is lacking relative to its competitors with a 21% ROE but outpaced its 

peers’ return of capital (ROC) of 2.5% with a ROC of 13.5% for COLM.  
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COLM vs. Peers in a Recessionary Environment 
We have concluded that uncertain market 

conditions and the looming threat of a 

recession is a major potential headwind for 

the outdoor apparel industry. Apparel 

companies for the most part have elastic 

demand, where demand is dependent on 

macroeconomic factors. We believe COLM is 

better positioned for a recession than direct 

competitors in the industry for a few 

significant reasons; it has favorable liquidity 

ratios, a low debt burden, and stable cash 

reserves. COLM currently has a cash position of $430 million and 

while this is a 44% decrease from 2021, this is due to an 

increasing emphasis on delivering value to shareholders through buybacks and increasing inventories 

for the future. We believe that COLM is well positioned in terms of liquidity, we can look at its quick 

ratio (Figure 30) to see that even with a high inventory, COLM would be able to extinguish its 

liabilities soundly. In the event of a recession, this instant liquidity is valuable. We also look at 

COLM’s debt burden when analyzing its relative positioning in the market. As of Q3 2022, COLM has 

zero long-term debt and $310 million of capital lease obligations, and stockholders’ equity of $1,936 

million, giving us a debt-to-equity ratio of 0.21. We believe this low debt burden will be a driver for 

growth in a post-recession economy as competitors will be focused on paying off their debts and 

improving their financial ratios while COLM will be well positioned to return to normality at a faster 

rate. 

 

VALUATION 
We issue a BUY recommendation on COLM with a 12-month target price of $125.72, representing a 

43.5% upside from its 12/31/22 $87.58 closing price. Our recommendation is based on a Discounted 

Cash Flow (DCF) model, incorporating COLM’s fortified balance sheet, continued acquisitions, and 

expanding margins. We then run our DCF model through scenario and sensitivity analyses to assess 

the input variability impact on the implied price and confirm our valuations via the relative and 

historical models. The resulting upside beats S&P 500 analysts’ consensus target price of $120 for 

2023 and is supported by our industry outlook and growth catalysts.  

 

Discounted Cash Flow 
WACC. We made the following assumptions in our Capital Asset Pricing Model to arrive at our 9.6% 

WACC. These assumptions are provided in Figure 34. In addition, Figure 33 compares WACC 

components with COLM’s peer group averages. COLM’s WACC is less than its main competitors NKE, 

VFC, and DECK, but more than JOUT. Our DCF valuation uses PGM with a 3.0% terminal growth rate 

and 9.6% WACC (Appendix 19).  

 

Figure 34: WACC Components 

 

 

Assumptions Value Explanation 

Beta  1.06  5-year correlation between COLM and S&P 500 index.  

Equity Risk Premium  5.94%  Based on country default spread, mature market premium, and 

relative equity market volatility.  

Risk-Free Rate  3.60%  Average yield on long-term U.S. Treasury securities.  

Cost of Equity  9.9%  Calculated from CAPM assumptions.  

WACC  9.6%  Calculated from CAPM and WACC assumptions  

 

Source: COLM 10-K 

Figure 29: COLM Annual EPS 

Figure 31: COLM Historical P/E 

Figure 33: WACC Peer Comparisons 

Source: COLM 10-K 

Figure 30: Industry Quick Ratio 

Figure 32: Earnings Comparison: 

COLM Beating Market 

Source: Bloomberg 

Source: Bloomberg 
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The income statement is forecasted using a 

five-year linear regression 

model (Figure 35). The terminal 

tax rate of 22.48% is based on 

the average effective tax rate 

during the three quarters of 

2022. Our DCF valuation uses 

the PGM method with a 3.0% 

terminal growth rate and 9.6% WACC (Appendix 19). We are projecting FY2023E to experience 

revenue growth at 5.0% as we predict downward pressures and a recessionary environment to 

decrease revenue growth, but stabilization by Q4 2023 (Appendix 11). We then project revenue 

growth to steadily increase and reach the median three-year YoY growth of 8.5% by 2026. We are 

steadily increasing our projections for a variety of reasons, including inflation normalizing at 4.5% 

23, freight-out costs decreasing, and order cancellations decreasing. Figure 35 shows the five-year 

historical CAGRs for each quarter. The yellow section considers the past five years of growth and is 

skewed downwards from decreased sales during COVID-19. The red section considers COLM’s five-

year growth before COVID-19 from 2014 to 2019. We assume that another event like COVID-19 will 

not occur in the foreseeable future, which makes the linear regression analysis in the red section 

more valuable as a five-year baseline CAGR.  

 

Sensitivity Analysis 
We performed a basic sensitivity analysis to analyze changes in our valuation from fluctuations in 

WACC and terminal growth rate (Appendix 20). Variations in terminal growth rate from 2.0% to 4.0% 

had a larger impact on the valuation than changes in WACC from 9.0% to 11.0%. In addition, we 

used a line-by-line sensitivity model to analyze the impact of changes in key financial statement 

items on our valuation (Appendix 20). Changes in COGS and total operating expenses had the largest 

impact while current liabilities and revenue had the smallest. 

 

Scenario Analysis  
While our current DCF model represents our base case scenario, our bear case projections differ 

significantly. Our bear case starts out with 0% revenue growth for 2023 and 2024, then gradually 

resumes growth at 7% YoY growth by 2026. With growing cost pressures driven higher by inflation, 

we believe in this scenario COLM will see a reduction in gross and net margins across all brands and 

see a negative change in net working capital. This will put pressure on a now cash strapped COLM to 

raise greater operating margins and free cash flow which is now pushed down by contracting 

margins. This bear case scenario resulted in an intrinsic value of $115.20 for our DCF model. While 

we don’t believe COLM will experience non-existent growth in the coming years, we were pleased to 

see a 31.5% MOS for this bear case scenario.  

 

Historical Model 
We used a historical model to analyze past performance and how COLM’s financial metrics have 

changed over time. Our historical model utilized P/E and EV/EBITDA at 40% and 60% respectively to 

produce a fair value for the company. We took an average of each metric given the high and low 

price of the stock during a 5-year period then multiplied the average 

by the estimated 2022 value of the corresponding ratio. This 

model gave us an intrinsic value of $114.99, supporting 

our Buy thesis. Appendix 22 shows our historical model.   

 

Relative Model 
We used a relative model to analyze peer financial 

metrics against COLM’s. Our relative model utilized P/E 

and EV/EBITDA at 40% and 60% respectively, and took 

into consideration VFC, DECK, NKE, and JOUT at 30%, 

10%, 10%, and 50% comparatively. This model gave us 

an intrinsic value of $135.26, strongly supporting our Buy 

thesis. Appendix 21 shows our relative model.  

 

 

Source: Bloomberg 

Figure 35: Historical Linear Regression 

Figure 38: Brownian Price Path 

Figure 39: Brownian Distribution 

Figure 40: Investment Risk Matrix 

Source: Bloomberg 

Source: Team Consensus 

Probability 

Source: Team Consensus 
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Source: Team Consensus 

Figure 37: Three-year Correlation 

Heat Map 

Figure 36: One-year Correlation 

Heat Map 

Source: Team Consensus 



INVESTMENT RISKS 

While there are a variety of major macroeconomic concerns that could impact COLM’s top line, our 

valuation could also be impacted by the following factors (Figure 40).  

Operational Risks 
OR1: Distribution risk (MODERATE probability, HIGH impact). COLM does not currently have long-

term contracts with wholesale customers, or independent distributors. COLM has annual contracts 

which contain minimum purchase requirements, but distributors are not obligated to continue their 

relationship with COLM in these contracts. Sales in wholesale channels are conducted via an order-

to-order basis and are subject to cancellation and rescheduling prior to shipment of orders. Valuation 

Impact: Our model assumes that higher order and contract cancellations would contribute to 

decreasing realized revenues by 10%, which lowers our valuation by –1.83%. Mitigation: COLM 

lessens the impact of order and contract cancellations by prioritizing customer loyalty and extending 

customer contract  

length.  

 

OR2: Integration Risk (MODERATE probability, HIGH impact). COLM has experienced issues with 

integrating acquisitions in the past, specifically with the prAna and Mountain Hardware brands 

which have experienced stagnant sales and growth. Valuation Impact: Our model assumes that 

acquisitions contribute additional revenue growth within 18 months and failed acquisition incur 

additional costs. Decreased realized revenues from acquisitions by 10% and increased total 

operating expenses by 5% lowers our valuation by 15.4%. Mitigation: COLM lessens the impact of 

unsuccessful integration by monitoring acquisition success and having teams dedicated to the 

successful integration of brands.  

 

Market Risks 
MR1: Changing consumer preferences (HIGH probability, HIGH impact). Consumer preferences rapidly 

change, which could make it difficult for COLM to respond quickly due to product development and 

production lead times. Valuation Impact: Incorrectly predicting consumer preferences leads to 

decreased revenues of 10% and increased COGS of 2%. This decreases our valuation by 19.1%. 

Mitigation: COLM lessens the impact of changing consumer preferences by testing new products 

continuously and studying consumer demand in substitute industries. 

 

MR2: Technological Advancement in Apparel & Gear (LOW probability, MODERATE impact). 

Competitor technological advancements could suppress apparel and gear sales. Valuation Impact: 

10% decrease in apparel and equipment sales produces a –0.9% valuation downside. Mitigation: 

COLM invests heavily in R&D to remain ahead of competitors in technological innovation (i.e., its 

OMNI-heat and OUTdry technology).  

 

MR3: Volatility in Supply Chains (MODERATE probability, MODERATE impact). Volatility in the supply 

and price of raw materials could cause adverse effects on revenues, margins, and future incomes. 

Valuation Impact: A delay within the supply chain of 30 days causing an increase in cancellations of 

15%, resulting in lost revenue that lowers our valuation by 2.7%. Mitigation: COLM regularly 

monitors its supply chain and vendors and maintains a diverse network of suppliers. 

 

MR4: Inflation (HIGH probability, HIGH impact). Increasing costs in wool, cotton, and other raw 

materials (the IMF expects 6.6% 2023 global inflation) may shrink COLM’s gross margins. Valuation 

Impact: A 1% increase in WACC creates a –8.8% downside. Mitigation: The 2023 global inflation of 

6.6% (IMF) is reflected in our already conservative 9.6% WACC. Additionally, the Federal Reserve 

and many banking analysts predict inflation to stabilize at 4.5% by Q4 2023. 

 

Political Risks 
PR1: Chinese Regulation (LOW probability, MODERATE impact). COLM’s second highest geographic 

region contributing to revenue is LAAP, so restrictions or regulations within the Chinese marketplace 

could have an impact on these sales and result in shrinking global sales. Its new TikTok e-store could 

also suffer if it experiences opposition in China. Valuation Impact: A 10% decrease in Chinese sales 

lowers our valuation by –0.5%. Mitigation: COLM can diversify in other LAAP areas, softening the 

blow of possible revenue loss from China.  

Business and operational risks 
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Risks Mitigation 

Figure 41: Summary of Key Risks 

and Mitigation Measures 

Source: COLM 10-K 
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Outdoor participation has continued to increase throughout 

the last five years, due in part from the COVID-19 pandemic, 

but was increasing before that as well. In the US, 48% of the 

population regularly engages in outdoor activities, with the 

most popular activity being running, followed closely by 

fishing, hiking, bicycling, and then camping. While the 

pandemic helped participation to skyrocket, with hiking 

participation alone increases at 171% YoY, it has remained 

elevated and growing at a steady rate.  

Post-pandemic we have seen some lost participation down 

from the height of the pandemic, but 2021 data indicates that 

the participation has retained momentum in 2021, and that 

outdoor recreation is “sticky”.  

1. Industry Drivers 

Outdoor Participation Growth 

Source: Outdoor Foundation 

Cotton futures are currently trading around $86/lb, down from May 

2022 highs of $158.02/lb. The USDA outlook report forecasts a 

projection for world cotton production of 115.4 million bales in 

2023. As the price of cotton continues to fall, apparel 

manufacturers will experience lowered COGS and increased 

margins.   

Commodity Pricing 

Source: Trading Economics  

Advancements in Clothing Technology 

The incorporation of technology in outdoor apparel is giving rise to 

new product lines and expanding market growth. Manufacturers are 

introducing technology to control temperature and pressure, 

enhancing the muscle power or the wearer and improving oxygen 

supply. Technology is also being used to manage moisture content 

and set the temperature. These incorporations allow for more 

consumers to pursue outdoor activities with ease and are driving the 

industry to new heights.   

Source: Business Journal 
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Source: COLM 10-K 

2. Freight Rates 

Beginning in early 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic led to a record number of 

canceled maritime and air shipments. With a decrease in demand for 

imports due to the pandemic, and an increase in health containment 

policies, there were countless delays that caused a disruption in freight 

shipment. From February 2020 to September 2021, the FBX index increased 

nearly 8x from $1,300 a container to $11,000 a container. Freight costs are 

traditionally volatile and procyclical which means they rise during economic 

booms and fall during recessions. Regardless of traditional volatility, the 

confluence of supply/demand volatility during this period and policies 

implemented as a result of COVID-19 led to a massive increase in freight 

shipment rates.  
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During August 2021, COLM CEO Tim Boyle noted ‘pandemic related 

supply chain disruptions and higher ocean freight costs’ as one of 

the main points of concern for the remainder of the year. These 

freight costs exceeded the expectations of COLM as the amount of 

port congestion in Southeast Asia was unprecedented. This led 

COLM to revising its end of year outlook by forecasting $40 million 

worth of incremental freight ocean costs. Boyle questioned the 

integrity of the organizations driving these prices higher, claiming 

they are engaging in monopolistic practices. The apparel industry is 

affected by rising freight costs. When compared to other products, 

textiles and apparel see the highest change in freight costs during 

periods of rising freight rates. While COLM was significantly 

impacted by these rising rates, its ability to stray away from taking 

out debt, keeping a large amount of inventory on hand, and 

maintaining a robust cash position helped COLM keep from being 

dependent on global imports.   

Rising Freight Rates Effect on COLM 

Today’s Freight-In Environment 

As freight rates have dipped back down to pre-COVID-19 levels 

($2,062 per 40’ container), it will be significantly more reasonable for 

COLM and other apparel companies to begin importing at a higher 

rate to increase its inventories. COLM has taken advantage of these 

lowered freight rates by substantially increasing its inventories while 

rates are low and taking advantage of the current macro-economy. 

During 2022, COLM increased its inventories by 59.4% in anticipation 

of increased demand for its products. Due to its strong balance sheet, 

COLM can afford to hold onto inventory and strategically choose 

when to sell its products or engage in promotional offerings.  
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3. COLM’s Supply Chain 

Alibaba Group 

Holdings 

3.94% SG&A 

Yue  Yuen Industrial 

Holdings 

2.94% COGS 

Eclat  Textile Co Ltd. 

1.31% COGS 

Tanger Factory 

Outlet 

0.86% SG&A 

 

Kohl’s Corp 

Rev: 1.91% 

Macy’s Inc 

Rev: 1.81% 

Dick’s Sporting 

Goods 

Rev: 1.72% 

JD Sports Fashion 

PLC  

Rev: 1.45% 

4. SWOT Analysis 

COLM 
Rev. Quantified: 13.01% 

COGS Quantified: 5.42% 
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5. Porter’s 5 Forces 

RIVALRY AMONGST SELLERS – 3.5  

• COLM has positioned itself as a premium manufacturer and 

retailer of sportswear clothing, gear, and accessories 

• The competitive industry of apparel manufacturing inside 

the consumer cyclical sector is home to approximately 40 

firms that are publicly traded 

• Rivalry in the industry is becoming increasingly 

competitive, as households’ discretionary budget is feeling 

the downward pressure from interest rates, and slower 

economic growth  

• These forces work together to create unfavorable market 

conditions for COLM regarding its peers 

THREAT OF SUBSTITUTES - 5 

• There are many pieces of clothing, gear, and accessories 

that can substitute for the styles and products COLM offers 

its customer base 

• Since COLM is offering a normal good, we fear that the 

threat of substitutes increases every day as the threat of 

recession looms  

• These substitutes can be produced quickly and use lower-

quality materials than COLM traditionally uses 

• These factors are reinforcing our high rating for the for the 

risk of substitutes  

BARGAINING POWER OF SUPPLIERS - 1 

• COLM uses a carousel wheel of suppliers to produce and 

manufacture its products. If one of these suppliers make 

advances to raise its prices or increase the time it takes to 

produce COLM’s needed production inputs, it is our belief 

that COLM can bring its manufacturing needs elsewhere 

• Since there is little proprietary information being 

transferred from COLM to its suppliers when producer 

these inputs, we believe COLM is insulated from the risk of 

patent and trademark infringement 

• In addition to this benefit, the ability to move 

manufacturing from one supplier to another to produce 

premium sportswear clothing and gear gives COLM the 

bargaining power it needs to keep downward pressure on 

costs 

THREAT OF NEW ENTRANTS - 3 

• New competitors, with inferior products, can easily set up a 

website and begin to compete with COLM and its DTC 

business 

• However, despite the growth within its DTC business, COLM’s 

wholesale business still contributes over half of COLM’s 

revenue. The wholesale business has slower but steady 

growth.   

• Relationships with distributors are the driving force behind this 

steady business, and we estimate that COLM is insulated from 

new entrants eroding its wholesale business because of its 

relationship with distributors and customers, who have a cult-

like following of the brand  

BARGAINING POWER OF BUYERS - 5 

• Buyers are faced with a large variety of choices for their 

sportswear clothing and gear needs; thus, we have 

recognized this as a significant risk for COLM.  

• The apparel and gear industry is very competitive, with 

several similar products on the market at a wide range of 

prices that give buyers high bargaining power and forces 

retailers to either lower their prices or establish 

themselves as a premium brand.  
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Category Score Upper Limit Relative to Industry 

Environmental 1.60  Above Median 

Supply Chain Mgmt. 3.20 7.52 Leading 

Emissions Mgmt. 0.00 3.00 Lagging 

Social 2.89  Above Median 

Supply Chain Mgmt. 4.52 7.52 Leading 

Data Security & Privacy 3.00 3.00 Above Median 

Product Quality Mgmt. 3.00 3.00 Leading 

Marketing & Labeling 0.00 3.00 Lagging 

Governance 7.01  Leading 

Board Composition 5.92  Below Median 

Director Roles 6.72 10.00 Below Median 

Diversity 3.55 10.00 Lagging 

Independence 8.17 10.00 Leading 

Executive Compensation 8.15  Leading 

Director Voting 8.88 10.00 Above Median 

Shareholder Rights 4.23 10.00 Lagging 

Audit 9.03  Leading 

External Auditor 8.12 10.00 Above Median 

Audit Outcome 10.00 10.00 Leading 

Market Cap 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 

VFC $29.40B $34.38B $21.03B $31.31B $22.11B 

NKE $114.85B $120.96B $153.30B $215.33B $186.71B 

DECK $2.86B $4.28B $3.75B $9.22B $7.39B 

JOUT $929.81M $586.57M $825.84M $1.07B $522.95M 

COLM $5.74B $6.77B $5.79B $6.35B $5.69B 

ROE %      

VFC 21.82% 30.53% 16.24% 13.54% 12.68% 

NKE 15.71% 45.78% 47.14% 34.34% 43.04% 

DECK 11.93% 27.70% 26.54% 28.67% 30.08% 

JOUT 16.23% 15.76% 15.70% 19.45% 12.30% 

COLM 6.94% 17.61% 14.74% 9.27% 19.39% 

TTM Net Income      

VFC $0.55B $1.26B $0.68B $0.41B $1.39B 

NKE $1.08B $4.18B $4.32B $3.43B $6.12B 

DECK $0.12B $0.26B $0.28B $0.38B $0.45B 

JOUT $0.04B $0.04B $0.05B $0.08B $0.06B 

COLM $0.11B $0.30B $0.26B $0.16B $0.37B 

Operating margin %      

VFC 12.54% 8.85% 6.48% 6.58% 12.40% 

NKE 12.31% 12.40% 12.55% 10.87% 15.21% 

DECK 11.67% 16.20% 15.85% 19.81% 17.93% 

JOUT 10.90% 11.73% 12.00% 13.64% 11.19% 

COLM 10.84% 13.32% 10.32% 8.19% 14.21% 

7. Peer Comparison 

6. ESG Scorecard 
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Name Position Tenure 

(Years) 

Education Work 

Experience 

Compensation Ownership 

Timothy Boyle Chairman 45.08 University of 

Oregon 

N/A $4.75m 37.91% 

Jim Swanson Exec VP & CFO 5.58 UCLA & University 

of Chicago 

Freightliner 

Corporation 

$1.88m 0.0084% 

Peter Bragdon Exec VP 18.58 Stanford, Yale Stoel Rives, LLP $1.74m 0.033% 

Franco Fogliato Exec VP, Global Omni-

Channel 

2.00 Open University Billabong Group $1.61m N/A 

Skip Potter Exec VP & CIO 1.83 Stanford Nike, Inc., 

Capital One 

$1.85m 0.00087% 

Andrew Burns Director of Investor 

Relations 

4.67 University of 

Colorado 

 N/A N/A 

Lisa Kulok Exec VP & Chief Supply 

Chain Officer 

7.75 N/A Nike, Inc. N/A 0.0032% 

Name Position Tenure 

(Years) 

Age Director 

Since 

Independent Shares 

Held 

Other Positions Held 

Timothy Boyle Chairman 45.08 74 1978  37.91% CEO, Columbia 

Sportswear 

Andy Bryant Independent Director 17.75 72 2006  0.066% Advisor, NovaSignal 

Corporation 

Kevin Mansell Independent Director 3.92 69 2019  0.0057% Independent Director, 

Fossil Group, Inc. 

Walter Klenz Director 1.08 77 2022  0.015% Director, Leisure 

Company 

Sabrina Simmons Independent Director 4.33 59 2019  0.0067% Independent Director, 

MOLOCO, e.l.f. Beauty 

Stephen Babson Independent Director 20.58 72 2003  0.24% MD at DVSM 

Malia Wasson Independent Director 7.92 63 2015  0.012% Director, Northwest 

Natural Holding Group 

John Culver Independent Director 2.08 62 2021  0.0042% COO, Starbucks Corp. 

Ronald Nelson Independent Director 11.75 79 2012  0.023% N/A 

Christiana Shi Director 0.58 62 2022  N/A Founder & Principal, 

Lovejoy Advisors, LLC 

Director Name Audit Committee Compensation Committee 
Corporate Governance 

Committee 

Tim Boyle    

Stephen Babson    

Andy Bryant    

John Culver    

Walter Klenz    

Kevin Mansell    

Ronald Nelson    

Sabrina Simmons    

Malia Wasson    

9. Board of Directors 

8. Executive Committee 

10. Subcommittees 

Member Chair 6 



 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

12. Income Statement Common Size 

11.     Base Case Income Statement 

13.   Income Statement  Visualization 
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15. Balance Sheet Common Size 

14. Base Case Balance Sheet 
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17. Base Case Discounted Cash Flow 

18. Cost of Capital 19. DCF  Valuation 

16. Base Case Cash Flow Statement 
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20.        Sensitivity Analysis 

21. Relative Model 

22. Historical Model 23. Valuation Football Field 

The sensitivity analysis was performed by changing our WACC 

assumption from 8.5% to 10.5% relative to changes in terminal 

growth rate, total revenue, and SG&A expenses. Fluctuations in 

the terminal growth rate had an exponential effect on the 

intrinsic value with greater changes occurring at 4.0%. Altering 

the 5-year CAGR of total revenue forecasts from 6.8% to 8.3% 

had a minimal impact on the intrinsic value. We tested a range 

of forecasted 5-year CAGRs from 4.0% to 6.0% on SG&A and 

found that these expenses have a significant impact on intrinsic 

value.   

24. Monte Carlo Simulation 

For our Monte Carlo stock price simulation, we visualize the 

uncertainty that is inherent to any publicly traded stock. Our 

process first started with historical data from the past year of 

COLM stock daily close prices. We then computed the standard 

deviation of the stock’s movements and built a normal distribution 

around the average daily price movements and its standard 

deviations. From here we ran the simulation 10,000 times, plotting 

the stock price and its daily fluctuations each time. These 

simulation runs at the end of the prediction range (1-year) formed a 

normal distribution where we found the upper and lower bounds 

for our standard deviation range. From this analysis and review of 

the new possible return distribution, we are 68% confident COLM 

stock price will be between $53.51 and $169.47, representing a 

downside of (42%) and an upside of 82%.  10 


